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OUR HISTORY
Here are some facts about stray animals that live on earth.

There are over 380 million stray animals in the world.
Of this number, about 60% are dogs.

Project SHISH is a meme-based project that uses NFT Artwork to promote animal lovers, artists and protectors
animal rights, including those that support animal shelters
and shelters for disabled animals.
The SHISH Coin is an NFT art project created to influence
and disseminate information using NFT to
encourage animal advocates and artists to collaborate.
Cooperation between the two parties on NFT tokens will
have a sustainable impact on improving animal life and enabling animal lovers to improve animal life.
We are planning to release our SHISHA mask collection, which will closely cooperate with charity events for animals. 
We have very grand and global plans for the expansion of our meta-universe. We want to help all animals that exist.
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Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology continue to attract many investors, entrepreneurs, politicians, 

regulators, and the general public to the advantage of the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

Shisha Coin was created with the sole purpose of serving the world. Unlike the Meme coins, 

"Dogecoin, Shiba" we seek to go beyond being just a Meme trend and create an impact on the life and care of

"man's best friend" using the blockchain ecosystem.

Shisha came to life with a revolutionary vision to flip the crypto-sphere with the indispensable goal 

of bringing not just an actual value of being the first Meme coin but curating Meme. It is a Meme dog coin, but

in the "wallet of holders," a different narrative is planted. $SHISH shares one of the most exciting action plans:

the NFT collaboration of animal lovers and artists utilizing a swap product.

Shisha will be launched with NO pre-sale nor private seeds. No team tokens have been distributed, and all

team members can only purchase $SHISH at an open market. At the fair launch is concerned, within a week, 

$SHISH will be proliferating in popularity among a diverse set of community

members working together to make $SHISH into the next game-changing Meme coin.
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TRANSPARENCY

VALUES
SHISH generation - is an experiment in the future

community decentralized token. 

COMMUNITY TRUST LONGEVITY
SHISHA is decentralized and

supported by our community of
enthusiasts. We keep our

investors informed through
open and honest

communication, with
updates on SHISHA

In cryptocurrency market
trust is paramount. Your

trust is very important to us.
So, we provide our investors

with
transparency and security

related to their funds.
 

You can take a look at our
roadmap and define your

priorities.
Let's say for ourselves: fewer

words, more actions.

SHISH is one of the fastest and
most die-hard crypto

communities
which we grow and believe in,

that only together we are
strong.

WE ARE A SHISH NATION.
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STEP 1

I came
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STEP 2

I saw

3

STEP 3

I smoked

4

STEP 4

I conquered

we are here!

Our Strategy

"The hardest thing in the world is to simplify your life."
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Tokenomics

Token Supply

1'000'000'000'000

Token Symbol

"SHISH"

Token type:

Deflationary.
Purpose: 

Meme Plaform,

Dapps, NFT, DEFi.



Exchange Listing

Marketing

Ecosystem

Liqudity

Team 

15%
40%

10%

25%

10%



Expansion along the milky way

Shisha Roadmap We are not trying to be

the first. 

We are the first.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 4 Phase 5 PHASE 6 Phase 7Phase 3 Phase 8 Phase 9



Phase 1
Meme development

Project launch

Price Tracker Listings:

CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap.

Decentralized Exchange

Listings (DEX)

Multisig Community Marketing

Fund

Marketing push to spread

awareness



PHASE 2
Cross-chain bridge

(Ethereum,Polygon/Matic,AVALANCHE,FANTOM,SOLANA)

Shisha Swap v1 (dApp Launch)

Air drop

PHASE 3
Staking (Hodl and Earn)

Shisha Ecosystem Utility (dApp) 

More memes



PHASE 5

ShiSha masks colections

(NFT masks)

Project gamification

PHASE 4

HashEx/Certik Audit of

Additional Smart Contracts

Listings on major Centralized

Exchange (CEX)

Large influencer marketing push



Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4
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PHASE 6

Shisha Swap v2  Aggregator

Celebrity Board Members

Official Announcement

PHASE 7
Shisha  Wallet (Asset Storage)

Expand Marketing / Management

Team

ARF Tracker Integration 

Secure Smart Contract /

Foundation Wallet / Multisig

Business Model for Paying CORE

& Developers



PHASE 8
Credit Card For crypto live on our

website.

Release NFT Marketplace

ShishPAD

PHASE 9
Emerging Market Expansion

(Venus/Mars)

Shisha Pay (Payments Ecosystem)



Chewie

Duke

Scout

Jasper

Barkley

Rocky

Jax Bacon

Shisha

SHISHA's Team



Shisha's friends



What does
Shisha prefer?

Not fruit,
just meat!



What else does
Shisha like?..

But that's another story....



Thank you!

shish.network

FOR BEING PART OF THE BEST COMMUNITY

http://shish.network/


Important

WE DO NOT PROMOTE SMOKING, AND EVERYTHING WITH THEM!

SMOKING are very bad.

We are not responsible for all your actions.

We only love Shisha, shisha is our love.


